
Dear

We are writing to you in extremely

dangerous times. Just weeks ago, white

supremacists and Nazis marched with

torches, brutalized, and even murdered

counter protesters – and the President of the

United States encouraged them! Meanwhile,

Trump continues to threaten “fire and fury”

– i.e. nuclear annihilation – against the

people of North Korea.

In the name of humanity, it is the

responsibility of each of us – and all of us

together – to REFUSE to accept a fascist

America. This is why we are asking you

to contribute generously to a truly

historic effort – frankly, the only

thingwhich measures up to the

danger we face.

Starting November 4, in major cities and

small towns, many thousands will take to the

streets and refuse to leave – growing day

after day and night after night ultimately

involving millions of people refusing to leave

until our demand is met: This Nightmare

Must End: The Trump/Pence Regime

Must Go!

Trump has defended white supremacists. He

has encouraged police brutality, and brought

back the mandatory sentencing that locked

up millions of Black and Brown people. He

has demonized and unleashed terror against

immigrants, tearing thousands from their

families. His Muslim Ban is largely in effect. 

Trump has threatened the courts and the

press. The Trump/Pence Regime has muzzled

scientists, accelerated the destruction of the

environment, and threatened the world with

nuclear annihilation. 

Mike Pence is a Dark Ages Christian fascist

who opposes abortion in all circumstances

and would completely deny the rights of

LGBTQ people. This Regime poses an

existential threat to the future of people all

over the world and the planet itself.

Every day cable talking heads insist that,

“Trump is failing” and not acting

“presidential.” This is wrong. Trump is

succeeding – at imposing fascism. He is

acting presidential – he’s acting like a fascist

president who fully intends things like what

he said after Charlottesville about white

supremsacists and Nazis being “fine people.” 

Trump is ripping up the norms of how this

country has been governed and
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This Nightmare Must End:

The Trump/Pence 
Regime Must Go!

NO! IN THE NAME OF HUMANITY
WE REFUSE TO ACCEPT
A FASCIST AMERICA
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